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Abstract
Oblique contributions from vector particles that are strongly coupled to the known gauge





straints provided by LEP 1 results are taken into account in a model-independent way
through a dispersion relation technique. Depending on the assumed theoretical properties,
mass limits of several TeV should be observable.




collider for the indirect
search of Technicolour-like vector bosons. High precision tests at LEP 1 have already
set rather stringent bounds on Technicolour models, following the original proposal of
Peskin and Takeuchi [1]. They are based on the eect to the quantity S dened in [1],
that appear through the so-called [2] oblique parts of the one-loop contributions. We
here apply a general formalism established in recent publications [3], [4], [5], which allows






The main idea is that of expressing the various eects in the form of a once-subtracted
dispersion integral, and of xing the necessary subtraction constants by suitable model-
independent LEP 1 results. In this way, we are led to a compact "representation" of several
observables which present two main advantages. The rst one is that it allows to express
the New Physics contributions through convergent integrals. The second one is that LEP
1 constraints are automatically incorporated in the expressions of the observables. For








), at one loop
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The Imaginary parts which appear in these expressions are constructed from the self-
energies. For Technicolour models, they are separately gauge-invariant.
Similar representations were established for several other observables like forward-
backward asymmetries, polarization asymmetries and ratios of hadron to muon produc-
tion. For each observable we nally obtain an expression that include the full eect of

























where the analytic expressions of the various coecients have been derived for each ob-
servable and computed numerically in [4].
We have presently used this formalism to calculate the possible eects of a pair of
vector (V) and axial vector (A) resonances strongly coupled to the photon and to the Z.
The parameters which enter the expressions of the imaginary parts of the various spectral
functions are the couplings F
V;A
and the masses M
V;A





We have treated two dierent theoretical models.
In model(I) we consider a Technicolour-like framework in which we exploited the va-
lidity of the two Weinberg sum rules [6]. We only retain their very general consequence,
i.e. the positivity of S. In a zero-width approximation (in the actual computation of the































The present experimental constraint on S is [7]:
  0:9  S  0:4 (7)
In this rst model only the positive upper bound is eective.
In model (II) we release the constraints due to the Weinberg sum rules. This choice has





. As a consequence S can now take negative values, and in








is no more bounded. We decided
to consider the limiting case consisting in a "strongly interacting regime" for which the































is allowed to saturate both limits imposed
by the experimental bounds on S.
Assuming a certain accuracy for the measurement of each observable, one accordingly
obtains the observability limit of the self-energy eect that is translated in an upper bound
on the masses M
V;A




collider the assumed accuracies are of a relative








, two percent for R
b;
and ve percent for A

.
Results are shown in Fig. 1,2 for both models respectively, the dierent curves corre-
sponding to the various observables, and the shaded area to the combined overall mass
bounds. In model (I) the resulting bounds on M
V;A
are located in the 2 TeV range, and
rather strongly correlated. The only hadronic observable which contributes appreciably
to the bound is A
LR;h
, that allows to improve the pure leptonic result by about 200 GeV .
In model (II) the eect of releasing the validity of the Weinberg sun rule is roughly that




) from the 2 TeV region to the 4 TeV region.
Compared to the results obtained in [3], [4], an improvement by a factor two is found
as compared to the case of a 500 GeV collider and by a factor 6 to 8 as compared to the
LEP2 case.
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which is explored in this indirect way should be able
to give a denite hint of the existence of Technicolour-like resonances or of any other
strongly coupled vector boson.
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